In his book Buddhistische Stabreimdichtingen der Uiguren (= Berliner Turfantexte XIII) Professor Peter Zieme presents an edition of the two Old Uyghur fragments Mainz 219（T III M 186.500）and Ch/U 7372 (o.F.) from the Berlin Turfan collection. The first fragment was edited under the title Aus einem Buddha-Lobpreis as Text 26, while the edition of the second fragment was presented under another title Ein Bodhisattva Lobpreis(?) as Text 37. The first fragment consists of 18 lines, 9 lines on recto and verso. The second fragment, namely Ch/U 7372 is written on the back side of an unknown commentary to a Chinese Buddhist sūtra. Umemura et al. 2002) , I recognized the two Petersburg fragments SI Kr. IV 403 (= SI Kr. IV 733) and SI Kr. IV 404 (= SI Kr. IV 734), actually the recto and verso of the same fragment, show identical content and completely same wording to the Berlin fragment Mainz 219. This point I have discussed in my doctoral dissertation submitted to Kyoto University (see Yakup 2000, pp. 251-256 The sea of the six pāramitās, you have crossed over very easily.
In the course of the preparation of A Provisional catalogue of the microfilms of Uighur, Sogdian, Manichean Manuscripts belonging to the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies Russian Academy of Sciences brought to Toyo Bunko (see
From the three snowdrifts of asaṃkhyeya you came out without any fear.
Existence of so many identical lines, including almost identical wording, gives the impression that the fragments SI Kr. IV 403 and Ch/U 7372 are also from the same text, though the paper and the script they used are completely different. Thus, we have at least the following four fragments of the same text: I intend to consider all fragments discussed above are copies of the same text or they go back to the same text.
Content of the fragments
Professor Peter Zieme is correct in identifying both two fragments from the Berlin collection as praises, however, if they are from the same text, it is difficult to say one of them is the praise of a Buddha and the other one is a praise of a Bodhisattva. It is difficult to establish an exact source-translation connection between this Chinese praise of the Dharmaprabhāsa and the Old Uyghur text discussed here. However, it is highly possible that the author of the Old Uyghur verse has written the text inspired by the praise of the Dharmaprabhāsa included in the Lotus Sūtra. I may show some points supporting this point as both Chinese and the Old Uyghur text show some similar expressions, demonstrating relation between these two texts not only in content but also in expression. I refrain from talking about it in detail. Nevertheless, as the pagination bir y(e)girmi 'eleven' on Mainz 216 shows that the fragments we have seen are only a small part of a rather long verse. Further three fragments from the Berlin collection, namely Ch/U 6002, Ch/U 6121 and Ch/U 6286 must also be from the same manuscript as Ch/U 7372 discussed above, because the Chinese text on recto is from the same commentary as on the one on the recto of Ch/U 7372. Interestingly, one of these fragments has the Chinese number on the upper of the Old Uyghur text as the edited fragment.
Reconstruction of the whole verse
According to the content and based on the Chinese text on the recto of Ch/U fragments, I tried to reconstruct the whole verse, below is my tentative reconstruction: The alliterative strophone which is edited as ll. 17-20 in BT XIII 37 probably comes after ll. 1-8 and before ll. 9-20, however, its original place in the whole verse is not sure, since these lines are missing in Kr. IV 403, therefore I tentatively exclude it from this reconstruction. Below first I present my tentative reconstruction of the text, showing its verse structure, and then I will provide a transcription and translation of the reconstructed text, followed by some short philological notes. XI 33 a-2 + 4 + 2 + 2 = 10 34 a-3 + 3 + 2 + 2 +2 = 12 35 a-2 + 3 + 3 = 8 36 a-3 + 4 + 1 + 3 = 11 XII 37 ı-2 + 4 + 3 = 9 38 i-2 + 4 + 4 =10 39 i-3 + 3 + 5(?) = 11(?) 40 i-3 + 2 + 2 +1 +1 + 2 +2 =13 aḍıčıṭ KÖNGÜL-lüg tong-s[u]z uruγ-uγ sačar-m(ä)n asanke-lıγ ÜČ öng kürtük-lärig yoγurup altı paramitlıγ arṭıγ ašıp alp bulγuluq burhan qutın bulup alqu tınl(ı)γ-lar-nıng umuγ-ı ınaγ-ı bolayın.
Sigla

Transcription and translation of the verse
Tentative translation:
I sow non freezing seeds of ādicitta-mind, Collecting the three snowdrifts of asamkhyeya crossing over the six passes of the pāramitā, obtaining the Buddhahood which is difficult to obtain let me be the hope and trust of all living beings.
Moreover, in Ch/U 7322 we also find uruγ in the similar context, thus orunuγ 'the place (accusative)' in the Petersburg fragment might be a spelling mistake for uruγuγ ‚the seed'.
IV4 tašγaru：means ‚outwards', see Clauson 1972, 563a . In BT XIII, 26 we find sıqanu.
